Proxy Voting Report
Period: April 01, 2021 - June 30, 2021
Votes Cast

4478

Number of meetings

For

4095

With management

Withhold

9

Abstain

21

Against

352

Other

1

Total

4478

299

4004

Against management

Total

474

4478

In 180 (60%) out of 299 meetings we have cast one or more votes against management
recommendation.
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General Highlights
A new frontier in the fight against climate change
Climate change is now a cornerstone of investor stewardship but addressing this
topic through votes at shareholder meetings is relatively novel. However, the 2021
proxy voting season has demonstrated that boards will be held accountable for
their climate-related oversight by proxy advisors, activist groups, and institutional
investors alike.
Historically, shareholders have addressed their climate change concerns to boards
through filing shareholder proposals. In the US for instance, the number of climaterelated shareholder proposals filed has steadily risen over the years, from 34 in
2012 to over 140 in 2020. Of the proposals filed, many get withdrawn if the request
is adopted by the company, but some proposals are also challenged by companies
and omitted from the AGM. Although these challenges are intended for poorly
drafted or immaterial proposals, companies lagging in climate action often use this
mechanism to skirt the concerns raised by shareholders. In these cases,
shareholders may escalate their climate-concerns by voting against the nomination
of board directors such as the chairman or members of the audit or sustainability
committees.
Holding directors accountable for a company’s (inadequate) approach to climate
change could become the norm. Just recently, Majority Action – an ESG focused
shareholder activist group – published their ‘Proxy Voting for a 1.5°C World’
campaign, which outlines a list of systemically important companies in the three
key industries that have not set emissions targets aligned to limiting warming to
1.5°C. The campaign calls on institutional investors to use their voting rights to vote
against company directors that have failed in their oversight responsibilities to
address escalating climate change.
One of the challenges in adopting such a voting approach is consistently identifying
which companies are not in line with a 1.5°C or Paris-aligned scenario. Companies
and international organizations often use different methods to calculate their longterm 2050 climate change scenarios, which is then reflected by the discrepancies in
short-term targets. Nonetheless, there are several resources like the Climate Action
100+ Net-Zero Benchmark or the Transition Pathway Initiative that investors can
use to help track the climate change targets set by companies. The Robeco voting
policy incorporates these tools to flag companies where a vote against the
chairman of the board is warranted due to climate-related concerns. These
benchmarks also enable investors to monitor the annual progress made by
companies, and to determine whether to escalate their approach to voting and
engagement.
These new guidelines for proxy voting underscore that, where companies are failing
to develop effective climate transition plans, boards will appropriately be held
accountable. While institutional investors’ definitions of what is appropriate may
vary, the importance and urgency of holding directors accountable are clear.
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Market Highlights
Japan – Catching up on Corporate Governance
Japan is historically a laggard when it comes to corporate governance practices
compared to other developed market peers. However, it is taking strides to catch
up. The Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), Japan’s major stock exchange, has announced
a market restructuring plan to take effect in the spring of 2022. The goal is to make
the Japanese market more attractive for international institutional investors. TSE
intends to create different market segments where the new Prime Market will
consist of only large-cap companies and require higher standards of corporate
governance.
To achieve this higher standard of corporate governance, the council of Japan’s
Corporate Governance Code initiated a revision of the code. The revision focused on
several key topics: ensuring board independence, promoting diversity, the inclusion
of sustainability and ESG. The council held a public consultation round for
institutional investors. Robeco participated in this consultation in April and some of
our recommendations were reflected in the final version of the code that was
published in June.
The code further incorporates the importance of sustainability, referencing the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and the Taskforce for Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD). It pushes companies to improve disclosures on specific
sustainability issues such as climate, diversity, and risk management. Specifically for
the Prime Market, it asks companies to make relevant disclosures available in
English and support electronic voting, further aligning with global best practices.
Furthermore, the code pushes for an increase in independence both within the
board as well as specific committees. Importantly, the code now asks for an even
higher level of independence of boards when there is a controlling shareholder, a
majority for the Prime Market, and one-third for other markets.
Although many welcome the changes to the corporate governance code, some are
skeptical of the circumstances in which the changes were made. Since these
changes were instigated by the market restructuring some argue that the changes
are too focused on the Prime Market leaving too low a bar for the remaining
market segments. Critics argue that because of the simultaneous changes of the
market as well as the corporate governance standards, both have been diluted too
much to appease the different groups affected. The Prime Market was intended to
be an exclusive group of a few hundred of the largest market cap Japanese
companies that could compete on the global stage. The most recent outlooks seem
to be watered down, with an estimated 1500 companies qualifying for the Prime
Market at a market cap threshold of around JPY 10bn instead of the original JPY
100bn. Additionally, the code will remain based on the “comply or explain” rule
without legal enforcement.
Since the newest version of the code was published during the 2021 annual
shareholder season in Japan, the true implications of the code will not be visible
until next year. For now, although the progress might be less extensive than some
corporate governance experts might have hoped, it is undeniably moving in the
right direction.
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Voting Highlights
Pfizer Inc. - 04/22/2021 - United States
Proposal: Shareholder Proposal Regarding Independent Chair, Report on Political
Expenditures and Values Congruency, Report on Access to COVID-19 Products
Pfizer Inc. develops, manufactures, and sells healthcare products worldwide.
At Pfizer’s 2021 AGM, two out of the three shareholder proposals (SHP) that were
filed were heavily influenced by the major events of 2020, the US elections and
Covid-19. The first SHP asked Pfizer to publish an annual report analyzing the
congruency of political and electioneering expenditures during the preceding year
against publicly stated company values and policies. The proponent was motivated
to file the SHP because they found several contradictions in the company’s current
political spending and its values. Some examples listed were contributions to an
effort to strike down the Affordable Care Act, limit women’s reproductive rights, and
roll back climate regulations. Although the company defended its current
contributions by explaining they do not equal endorsements, nearly half of all
shareholders agreed with the proponent that current practices appear misaligned
and could cause reputational damage. We supported the proposal along with 47%
of shareholders, a very large support rate for a SHP in its initial year of filing.
Besides the elections, Covid-19 heavily impacted 2020. As one of the producers of
an FDA approved vaccine, Pfizer came out on top in the race to halt the pandemic.
Shareholders filed a SHP asking the company how public financial support for
development of a vaccine or therapeutics for COVID-19 is being taken into account
in access to such products, such as price-setting . This proposal merges a longstanding concern of rising drug prices and the contemporary concern of the global
pandemic. While Pfizer maintains it has not received any direct US government
funding, we acknowledge the proponent’s argument that it has benefitted strongly
from indirect support and that transparency on how the company aims to ensure
access to its products would benefit shareholders. Therefore, we also supported this
resolution. The proposal received 28% support from shareholders.
The third proposal that was filed at Pfizer is a recurring one in the US asking for a
company to have an independent chair. We voted for this proposal because we
believe that an independent chair is in the best position to diligently oversee the
executives of a company and set a pro-shareholder agenda. This was the fifth
consecutive year this proposal was brought to Pfizer’s AGM and it has steadily
received increasing support, culminating in 37% of shareholders supporting the
proposal in 2021.
As all shareholder proposals filed at the AGM received sizeable support, we expect
Pfizer to act accordingly. However, it should be noted that shareholder proposals
are advisory in nature and none of the proposals received majority support.
Royal Dutch Shell Plc - 05/18/2021 - United Kingdom
Proposal: Approval of the Energy Transition Strategy and Shareholder Proposal
Regarding GHG Reduction Targets
Royal Dutch Shell PLC, through subsidiaries, explores, produces, and refines
petroleum. The Company produces fuels, chemicals, and lubricants. Royal Dutch
Shell owns and operates gasoline filling stations worldwide.
During Shell’s 2021 AGM, two important climate-related proposals were on the
agenda. Resolution 20 represented an industry first, as Shell put forward its own
climate transition plan for a shareholder vote. Resolution 21 was a shareholder
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proposal on greenhouse gas reduction targets.
We supported Shell’s proposal for approval of the Energy Transition Strategy (Say
on Climate), because in our assessment, the climate plan is currently one of the
most elaborate and advanced plans in the oil and gas sector. While supporting the
resolution, we recognize that the plan will require updates and further
improvements in the coming years. At the AGM, we expressed our desire for Shell to
increase pace and to already make significant steps in the near future. This aligns
with the progress we have expected and seen from Shell during our engagement
under the Climate Action 100+ initiative. Following the AGM and a court ruling
regarding its transition plan in The Hague, Shell has already further advanced its
plans and ambitions.
In addition, a shareholder proposal was filed for Shell to set climate-related targets
in the long, medium, and short term. In our assessment, Shell has already set one
of the most advanced targets in their sector, and the company should instead focus
on implementation in its next steps. Therefore, we abstained from voting on this
resolution. Our abstention recognizes the value of this shareholder proposal in the
case where companies have not set robust targets (scope 1, 2, and 3 for long-,
medium-, and short-term horizons) and have not presented concrete
implementation plans. However, this needs to be balanced with the significant
progress that Shell had already shown on the specific asks for the resolution.
Shell’s own Say on Climate vote received the support of around 89% of votes cast,
representing widespread acknowledgement of the strength of its transition plan.
Meanwhile, shareholders also voiced their view on the further development of
Shell’s targets, as the shareholder resolution received 30% of votes in favor.
Amazon.com Inc. - 05/26/2021 - United States
Proposal: Shareholder Proposals Asking for the Company to Act on Issues related to
Climate Change, Working Conditions, Inclusivity.
Amazon.com Inc. is a U.S. multinational technology company that engages in the
retail sale of consumer products and subscriptions, in North America and
internationally. The company focuses on e-commerce, cloud computing, digital
streaming, and artificial intelligence.
The shareholder proposals up for vote at the company’s annual shareholder
meeting largely concerned racial and equity issues, as well as antitrust topics, and
responsible use of the company’s facial recognition technology. We supported all of
the 11 shareholder proposals, asking the company to take action on these topics,
aiming to make the company a more transparent and conscientious corporate
citizen. Even though the shareholder resolutions were non-binding, they were a way
to raise our concerns on certain corporate policies and put pressure on improving
Amazon’s practices related to civil rights, equity, diversity, and inclusion.
Among the 11 proposals submitted by shareholders, we supported the one asking
from the company’s board to adopt a policy to require that the chair of the board
shall be an independent director who has not previously served as an executive
officer. From a shareholder’s point of view, we believe that an independent chair
strengthens corporate governance and has a better oversight of management
practices, leading to shareholder value creation.
We also supported the resolution asking the company to report on plastic
packaging and setting goals to reduce the impact of plastic pollution. According to
the proponent’s statement, Amazon approximately generates 465 million pounds
of plastic packaging waste, of which 22 million ends in the ocean. We acknowledge
the environmental risks coming from plastic pollution and we encouraged the
company to take necessary action to address this issue by supporting this
resolution.
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Additionally, we supported the resolution asking the board to adopt a policy that
promotes representation of employees’ perspectives among corporate decisions, by
including employees in the list of candidates put forward by the Nominating and
Governance Committee. Employee representation on the board helps companies
consider the views of an important stakeholder group, and is standard practice in
some other markets. Even though it is not prevalent in the US yet, we believe it
could play an important role in ensuring more responsible company management.
Lastly, we voted in favor of the three resolutions asking for an analysis of the
company’s impact on civil rights, a human rights impact report assessing the risks
incurred by facial recognition technology, and a report on customer due diligence
related to facial recognition products. Robeco co-filed the resolution on enhanced
customer due diligence as part of our engagement with the company on the social
impact of artificial intelligence. The proposal received 35% of votes in favor.
Amazon was among many other companies that last year made supportive
statements on the Black Lives Matter movement, and those proposals practically
focus on mitigating human rights risks and violations and promoting racial equality.
Facebook Inc - 05/26/2021 - United States
Proposal: Shareholder Proposals Asking for Independent Chair, Recapitalization,
Report on Child Exploitation, and Human Right Expertise in the Board
Facebook Inc. is a U.S. multinational conglomerate focusing on information
technology. Facebook offers products and services globally through its social
networking platforms, Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Instagram, WhatsApp.
At this year’s Facebook AGM, there were once again many shareholder resolutions
up for vote. These proposals were asking for Facebook to improve their corporate
governance practices, to combat potential legal and reputational risks, and to
promote human rights.
Shareholders requested that the company gradually eliminate the special class of
super-voting shares that the CEO has, which gives him the majority voting control of
the company. We supported this resolution since we believe that one vote per share
generally operates as a safeguard for common shareholders. We also supported the
shareholder resolution asking for the board chair to be independent. We believe
that an independent chair is in a better position to uphold shareholders’ best
interest and oversee management decisions. We favored both proposals since they
contribute to improved corporate governance practices and increase board
accountability.
Regarding social issues, again this year two resolutions were submitted requesting
human/civil rights expertise to be added to the board, and reporting on online child
exploitation. We believe that the company should address the increasing sexual
child exploitation issue due to the encrypted messaging services provided on their
platforms. It is necessary for the company to assess, report and proactively address
this sensitive issue, and to efficiently mitigate potential operational and
reputational risks.
Shareholders proposed that the nominating committee will nominate at least one
candidate on the board, who has human/civil rights expertise. We were among the
4.06% of the shareholders who supported this proposal. We believe that a director
with this type of experience within the board, would better help face human-rightrelated risks and ensure accountability and oversight. We were pleased to see the
company launching its corporate human rights policy in March 2021, but an
independent director with experience in the field is highly important, given
Facebook’s preeminent role in the social media landscape and the risks this entails.
Finally, we supported the proposal asking the company to report on reducing false
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and divisive information. Shareholders need detailed information to assess how the
company is managing and mitigating related risks by the misuse of their platforms.
HSBC Holdings plc - 05/28/2021 - United Kingdom
Proposal: Approval of Climate Policy
HSBC Holdings plc (HSBC) is a banking and financial services company. The
Company manages its products and services through three businesses: Wealth and
Personal Banking (WPB), Commercial Banking (CMB), and Global Banking and
Markets (GBM).
HSBC put its climate policy to vote at its recent AGM and received 99% support. We
also voted in favor of the resolution, given the significant strides taken by the
company. The result was preceded by pressure from a shareholder resolution filed
by a USD 2.4 trillion investor coalition led by ShareAction that was ultimately
withdrawn. ShareAction expressed its support for HSBC’s own proposal instead.
HSBC has committed to phase out financing (project finance, corporate finance,
and underwriting) of coal-fired power and thermal coal mining in the EU and OECD
by 2030 and other regions by 2040. This is an important move by the bank given its
exposure to Asia, and HSBC’s global rank as the world’s 15th largest coal power
financer. To date, HSBC has been one of the only European banks with no corporate
financing restriction for companies exposed to the thermal coal sector and has
provided more than USD 15 bn of financing to coal developers from October 2018 to
2020.
HSBC acknowledged that expansion of coal-fired power is incompatible with the
goals of the Paris agreement. This is a relatively big turnaround given the
company’s previous stance and financing of coal-related activities. HSBC has also
committed to set, disclose, and implement a strategy with short- and medium-term
targets to align its financing across all sectors with the goals of the Paris climate
agreement, starting with oil & gas and power & utilities sectors. It will use 1.5°C
pathways that are not overly reliant on negative emissions technologies.
The company will publish a new coal policy by the end of 2021 which is expected to
include several elements, namely: 1.) a prohibition of general corporate financing
and underwriting to companies that are highly dependent on coal mining and/or
coal power, as well as companies planning new coal mines, coal plants and coal
infrastructure, 2.) commitment to help clients develop, publish and implement coal
phase-out plans in line with the 2030/2040 timelines by a specific date and no
later than December 2023, 3.) a commitment to focus on the entire coal supply
chain, including coal equipment manufacturers and any other coal supply chain
function that contributes to the expansion of coal-related activities. Following the
AGM, we will continue to monitor how HSBC upholds their new commitments.
Fujifilm Holdings Corp. - 06/29/2021 - Japan
Proposal: Special Merit Award
Fujifilm Holdings Corporation is a Japan-based holding company engaged in the
business related to photography, medical care & printing & liquid crystal display
materials and copying machines.
Executive pay in Japan is not usually the most controversial item on the agenda of
shareholder meetings. Nonetheless, at Fujifilm Holdings’ AGM in June 2021, our
concerns with a special proposal on the topic led to our vote against the board’s
recommendation.
After nearly 20 years as Chairman and CEO of Fujifilm, Shigetaka Komori stepped
down at the AGM. He will continue as Chief Adviser to the company. When he took
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the company’s helm in 2003, the company’s industry was facing significant
headwinds, seemingly at the mercy of the relentless push towards digitalization.
The company needed to reinvent itself, and has arguably found a successful path
through aggressive investments in business transformation.
The company has proposed a one-time special merit award of Yen 500 million in
cash to recognize the long-serving executive’s work. While we recognize the
importance of the director’s contribution to the success of the company, we believe
executives’ pay should be tied formally to company performance. Well-designed
pay structures would naturally align good performance with reasonably high
payouts. Instead, the proposed award has been determined ex-post, with no formal
performance criteria and only limited disclosure about how the size of the grant was
agreed by the board.
As a result, we voted against the proposal on the basis of a lack of structured
alignment between pay and performance.
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Disclaimer
Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. (‘Robeco’) distributes voting reports as a
service to its clients and other interested parties. Robeco also uses these reports to
demonstrate its compliance with the principles and best practices of the Tabaksblat
Code which are relevant to Robeco. Although Robeco compiles these reports with
utmost care on the basis of several internal and external sources which are deemed to
be reliable, Robeco cannot guarantee the completeness, correctness or timeliness of
this information. Nor can Robeco guarantee that the use of this information will lead to
the right analyses, results and/or that this information is suitable for specific purposes.
Robeco can therefore never be held responsible for issues such as, but not limited to,
possible omissions, inaccuracies and/or changes made at a later stage. Without written
prior consent from Robeco you are not allowed to use this report for any purpose other
than the specific one for which it was compiled by Robeco.
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